
COVID-19 INTEGRATED RESPONSE:

ACHIEVE SATISFACTION & 

SAFETY



Is a check list enough? Should your locations be 
monitored for continuous high standards?  



Mystery shopping is adapting in the post COVID-19 economy. Safety is of critical importance right now 
but customer experience should not get lost behind it. Who wants to holiday in a Hospital?

Mystery Shopping is an important piece of the customer 

experience puzzle, illuminating the customer perspective 

while helping in developing an assessment agenda.

It is of critical importance in the post covid economy. 

Brand-defined assessment criteria can monitor the 

elements of a service you wish to test against your defined 

standards, or experience-focused criteria can help you see 

the world through customers’ eyes.

BVA BDRC specialise in a market leading Mystery 

Shopping product which combines customer experience 

assessment and behavioural economics. Our EPIC 

framework helps us to identify what matters the most for 

the customer and how you can keep getting it right, 

creating genuine connections with your customers.

Hotel ABC

Educate staff about health and safety measures and 

their implications. As operational and customer 

service standards evolve to include many new safety-

related topics, it is now more than ever important to 

utilise the value of mystery shopping to educate staff.

Promote operational awareness and preparedness 

via more frequent mystery shop evaluations and more 

frequent report reviews with staff.

Make the recognition more visible to the entire team 

and customer to boost participation and engagement 

with our ‘Achieve Safety’ pass certificate.

1. Service Excellence 2. Focus on Health & Safety

Our EPIC Framework allows us to measure Peak moments (the moments from an experience that are most 
memorable and meaningful). We do this by asking mystery shoppers to record when and why they felt: Elevation 
(the experience went beyond what was expected), Pride (they were made to feel unique), Insight (they learnt 
something) or Connection (a bond was formed)



Online portal

Integrated Reporting

• Integrate key data with a real time dashboard and downloadable reports

• Rolled up results at Location level and Regional level

• Available on desktop and mobile applications

Action Plans

Automated

Ad-Hoc (On Demand)

Easy Appeals process



Menu of options

External Evaluations, Mystery Shopping

2. Focused Health and Safety check

✓ Educate staff about health and safety measures and their implications

✓ Promote Covid operational awareness and preparedness via mystery shop 

evaluations

✓ Recognise locations with a ‘Pass’ certificate

Optional Extras

Internal Evaluations (Internal Check)
✓ Perform on the web and/or mobile
✓ Integrate with existing operations mobile apps

Social Media Reputation Management
✓ Protect your business and brand with Social Reputation Management
✓ Learn about your competitors and benchmark against them

1. Monitor customer Experience

✓ Service Standards

✓ Brand and Merchandise

✓ Epic Framework, behavioral science (additional output)

✓ Consultative debriefs with the Management Team (additional output)

Customer Feedback Management
✓ Engage with online surveys
✓ Integrate with existing brand-loyalty mobile 

apps (where applicable)



• Cape Town

• Washington DC

• Sydney

• Beijing

• Hamburg

• Paris

• London

• Geneva

• Singapore

• Rome

• Milan• Frankfurt • Hong Kong • Shanghai

• New York

Transport

Hotels Media

Travel & Tourism
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Sector specialisms



Research Programmes and approaches
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VenueVerdict

Customer experience management, 
mystery shopping and benchmarking 
tools designed to enhance 
operational performance and 
maximise client advocacy

Mystery Guest

Walk in your customers’ shoes and 
monitor every aspect of their 
experience.

Insights Forum

Annual conference where BVA BDRC 
and other invited experts present the 
latest sector trends and insights 
primarily from the consumers’ 
perspective
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Hotel Guest Survey

Our Hotel Guest Survey has been in 
existence since 1982 and provides 
reports on hotel brand equity and 
demand-side trends in 25 countries 
worldwide

MeetingsMetrix

Reports on brand performance 
within the meetings and events 
sector and general market dynamics.  
Research conducted amongst agents 
and corporate bookers

Holiday Trends

Our free annual report on the state 
of the UK holiday market.
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Brand Margin®

Assessing the financial uplift a brand 
could have against an intrinsic, 
underlying product.  Combined with 
a brand’s reach to identify relative 
strength

Brand Audit

Curation of data from BVA BDRC 
reports, programmes, specific 
primary research, and online content, 
including Review Sites, 300M+ 
websites and social media, OTA sites.

Behavioural Science

Our specialist consultants help you 
understand how to change the 
behaviours of customers, guests or 
colleagues

COVID-19 Consumer 

sentiment tracker

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic we have been 

running a consumer sentiment and attitude tracker in 
the UK. The report has over 2000 subscribers including 

clients from Britain’s leading hospitality brands.

Register for your free copy, and for special sector 

reports at: https://www.bva-bdrc.com/products/tracking-
consumer-sentiment-on-the-impact-of-covid-19/

https://www.bva-bdrc.com/products/tracking-consumer-sentiment-on-the-impact-of-covid-19/
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